1. THE MASSIVE STUDENT DEMONSTRATION WHICH WAS REPORTEDLY PLANNED IN MEXICO CITY FOR 9 AUGUST 1968 HAS NOT MATERIALIZED, AND IT IS THE CONSENSUS OF REPORTING SOURCES THAT NO SUCH DEMONSTRATION IS LIKELY TO TAKE PLACE UNTIL MONDAY, 12 AUGUST, AT THE EARLIEST. THE MOST LIKELY DATE NOW APPEARS TO BE TUESDAY, 13 AUGUST.

2. AT A MEETING DURING THE MORNING OF 9 AUGUST, UNIVERSITY (UNAM) PROFESSORS AGREED TO JOIN PROFESSORS FROM THE NATIONAL
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE (IPN) IN LEADING A DEMONSTRATION ON 13 AUGUST. THEY INTEND TO SEEK A PERMIT FROM CITY AUTHORITIES TO HOLD THIS DEMONSTRATION. UNAM PROFESSORS HAVE BEEN ASSISTING STUDENTS IN PREPARATIONS FOR THE DEMONSTRATION, DONATING MONEY, ASSISTING IN FUND-RAISING PLANS AND OTHERWISE PROVIDING SUPPORT. STUDENT BRIGADES HAVE BEEN ORGANIZED TO VISIT SECONDARY AND NORMAL SCHOOLS TO SEEK THEIR SUPPORT, AND OTHER BRIGADES HAVE BEEN VISITING FACTORIES IN MEXICO CITY. THUS FAR THE STUDENTS HAVE SUCCEEDED IN OBTAINING PLEDGES OF MORAL SUPPORT FROM WORKERS.

3. AT A MEETING AT UNAM ON THE EVENING OF 8 AUGUST, ATTENDED BY THREE THOUSAND STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS, IT WAS AGREED THAT CLASSES AT EIGHT OF THE UNAM SCHOOLS AND AT THREE PREPARATORY SCHOOLS WOULD BE SUSPENDED UNTIL THE GOVERNMENT MEETS ALL STUDENT DEMANDS, AND ALSO THAT THERE SHOULD BE A BOYCOTT OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES AND A NATION-WIDE STUDENT STRIKE IF THESE DEMANDS ARE NOT MET. STUDENTS AT IPN ARE ATTEMPTING TO GATHER EVIDENCE THAT THE GOVERNMENT HAS DISPOSED OF BODIES OF STUDENTS KILLED.
During the recent riots, some students are claiming that 'burnt bodies of students were cremated at the military hospital.'

4. Students at IPH have picked up and are embellishing stories by leftist writers which are appearing in newspapers and magazines charging that the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency provoked the recent riots. Stories are circulating that United States' companies, along with the U.S. government, have been encouraging students to revolt, that they have provided arms and even hallucinatory drugs to children. There are rumors at IPH to the effect that a large demonstration will be held to demand an investigation of U.S. intervention.

PORTION REDACTED

Government is aware that there are divisions among the various student factions, and it is actively involved in creating further division so that no really unified leadership group
EMERGES. THE GOVERNMENT BELIEVES THAT THERE IS NO POPULAR SUPPORT FOR THE STUDENTS, AND IS HOPING THAT, AS IN THE PAST, WHEN THE STUDENTS DISCOVER THAT SUCH SUPPORT IS LACKING, THEY WILL ABANDON THE STRUGGLE. CHARGES THAT THE BODIES OF STUDENTS HAVE BEEN CREMATED AT THE MILITARY HOSPITAL ARE NOT TRUE; THERE IS NO CREMATORIUM AT THE MILITARY HOSPITAL.

TO DATE, NOT ONE SPECIFIC PARENT HAS FILED A PROTEST OR HAS COMPLAINED ABOUT A STUDENT KILLED OR UNACCOUNTED FOR AS A RESULT OF THE RECENT RIOTS.

6. THE AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL GAME SCHEDULED FOR 11 AUGUST THAT HE DECIDED TO CANCEL THE EVENT. KNOWN COMMUNIST AGITATORS HAD PURCHASED TICKETS FOR THE GAME, AND OTHER AGITATORS WERE GIVEN MONEY BY COMMUNISTS TO BUY THEIR TICKETS. SOME OF THE LATTER GENERALLY DO NOT HAVE (PORTION MISSING)

THESE AGITATORS AND THEIR "HIRE HANDS" INTENDED TO CAUSE DISTURBANCES, TO START FIGHTS, TO THROW ROCKS AND GENERALLY
TO TRY TO CAUSE PANDEMOMIUM AT THE AZTEC STADIUM.
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"HEADQUARTERS COMMENT: MISSING PORTIONS WILL BE DISSEMINATED ONLY IF THEY MATERIALLY AFFECT THE SENSE OF THIS REPORT."